Introducing Lifting Heavy Things

Several days before beginning this kit, have available for children to explore
independently, a basket of simple devices (kitchen gadgets) that you have collected.
Include mechanical objects such as an eggbeater, an old pencil sharpener, an old
clock, and a can opener, etc.

Ø The challenge activities for Learning Experiences 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 have been
amended to correlate with kit materials and to better meet the New York State
Science Standards.
•

It is suggested that the challenges and charts be converted to use on the
overhead or be made into permanent charts that can be laminated and use
whenever you use this kit.
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Learning Experience #2
Full and half pieces of gutters have been added to the kit. The longer length of gutter
may be substituted for the meter stick and the shorter length for the 24” ruler.
There are green plastic flowerpots included in the kit that will hold washers and can
be used in place of the white boxes. When using the gutters, you should use the half
piece sections as fulcrums together to make one as in the illustration below.

side view

two fulcrums

put together

Should you choose to do the Home School Worksheet at the end of this learning
experience, a revised version is included that emphasizes safety and working with
adult supervision when doing the activity.
A substitute home school activity may be, to have children draw a picture of a lever
found in their homes and write a description telling how it is used.
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Learning Experience #3
Safety goggles are included for use with this learning experience.
This learning experience has three activities. The manual suggests that you set up
two identical stations for each activity. However, only one set of materials is
provided with your kit. You may find it more manageable to have only one station
per activity.
In your kit you will find an empty paint can with a lid as suggested in the materials
list for this learning experience.
Also included are a crescent wrench and some lag bolts because they can be used as
simple machines. The crescent wrench can be used as a lever to screw or unscrew
the lag bolts. The lag bolt functions as a spiraling inclined plane, as does the worm
gear on the crescent wrench.
For Safety reasons it is suggested that you eliminate the use of the knife and crow
bar. The quarter and craft stick can be used in both activities #1 and #2.
When hammering nails into the wood it is best not hammer them all the way down.
For the third station you may want to use a heavy book, like a dictionary, as load, the
24” rule as the lever and, the edge of the desk as the fulcrum. If you have a recycling
bin, try putting the dictionary in it and using a piece of wood as the fulcrum and lift
the load with the meter stick.
You should plan to do this learning experience at a time when there is an
adult assistant available. You may want to recruit a parent volunteer or a
responsible upper grade student for this purpose.

Start at 24” and work
your way up.
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Learning Experience #5
Ø If you choose to use the meter sticks in place of the gutters here, it is necessary
to tape two of them together to double the width.
Ø Rubber bands may be substituted for tape on the box* that the students need to
continually open (tape and un-tape) when working with weights.
Another suggestion is to substitute the green plastic flowerpots which are provided
in your kit, in place of the box that would need to continually be opened. You can
use an opened, large, paper clip for ‘S’ hooks.

Sealed Box
6 weights

Opened
Paper clip

Flowerpot
6 weights

Opened
Paper clip

Spring scales, which are included in this kit, can be used as an alternative way to
measure force. Though they can be used in many lessons, they work especially well
with the inclined planes.
You may want to leave the spring scale and washers in an area where the children
can independently investigate them and record their observations.
*Boxes are considered consumable items. Once assembled with the string, you
may be able to keep them intact and replace them as needed. You should be
able to save them from year to year, making set up easier.
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Learning Experience #6
C clamps are included to use as pulleys.
The large C clamp fits on top of the door replacing the ‘S’ hook, (see manual p. 115.)
A recycled laundry detergent bottle, which can be filled with water, may be used as a
load for the students’ to experience the usefulness of a pulley.
The small C clamps are used for students’ desks with the boxes and weights.
When using the meter stick with the pulley it is helpful to tape it down so it won’t
slide around.
When working with the pulley systems, you may need to use two paper clips opened
to form ‘S’ hooks. See illustration below.

Ø Try this activity to further illustrate the use of a pulley.
•

You will need two brooms and a length of rope.
o Have two students hold two brooms about 18” apart from and parallel to
one another.
o Tie one end of a rope to the first broom handle then loop the rope around
both brooms one time.
o Have a third student slowly pull the loose end of the rope while the other
two students attempt to keep the brooms apart.
o Repeat the process looping the rope two times and then three times.

Journal Activity
Students should describe what happened as more loops were added.
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Learning Experience #7
The three-part pulley system provides a challenge for students. After brainstorming
with students, perhaps in the form of drawings and questions, you may want to
provide an illustration of the picture on pg. 131 of your teachers’ guide. The
students can then assemble and investigate a three-pulley system.

Ø Predict and Test
v What is the advantage of using pulleys?

Challenge Activity
Sharing The Load

An Embedded Assessment
•

This activity can be done as a group or in a learning center.

Materials Required
•
•
•

C clamp
2 strings about 1 meter long. Both beginning at the C clamp
2 pulleys
o Using the pulley system illustrated below, predict the amount of force
required to lift a heavy object such as 2 liters of water, which has a mass
of approximately 2000 grams.
o After recording your prediction in your journal, use the spring scale to
measure the actual force.
o Compare your findings to your predictions

Journal Questions
1. When using a pulley system such as this to lift a heavy load;
a. What are the advantages
b. What are the disadvantages
2. What are some of the ways that you could connect additional pulleys to
this system to make it even easier to lift heavy objects?
a. Record your predictions about the new arrangements and test
them using the spring scales
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Learning Experience #8
Embedded Assessment

In addition to , or in place of the suggested activity you may choose to use the
following activity.
An illustration of an auto mechanic shop will be found on the next page. Feel free to
copy this drawing.
This activity can be done individually or in small groups. Students working together
should later give an oral presentation of their ideas to the class*
Ø Tasks
1. Name the object being lifted
2. Identify the simple machine being used to lift each object
3. Can the work be made easier?
a. Explain or make a drawing to show how
Bonus:
Can you think of other simple machines that might be used in an auto repair shop?
*If you find another way to use this illustration, please share your ideas with us on
the evaluation sheet that can be found at the following link; Firsthandlearning.org
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Overview

This lesson provides students with the opportunity to experience the mechanical
advantage possible by using certain pulley-rope configurations.
Students will engage investigation of a variety of pulley-rope configurations in an
effort to lift one-gallon water jugs. They will measure the force required to lift the
water jugs using spring scales and draw conclusions about the usefulness of each
pulley-rope configuration.

Materials
Ø One set of materials for every pair of students
ü
ü
ü
ü

2 plastic gallon sized water jugs, filled
1 plastic gallon sized water jug, filled half way
3 nylon ropes, each 2 meters long
1 spring scale

Procedure
1. Ask students to brainstorm as many ways as possible to make it easier to lift
something heavy. Generate a class list of ideas on chart paper.
2. Have students work with their parents to explore a variety of ways to use
ropes and pulleys to lift objects.
A. Ask then to make predictions about which of the following
configurations will make it easier to lift the water jug.
B. Challenge them to measure and record the force needed to make the
lift in each case.
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Case 2

Case 1

Partner 1

Partner 2

Partner 1

Case 4

Case 3
Doorknob
Partner 1

Partner 1
3. Discuss with students the force measurements that they have made.
A. Ask the students whether they can explain what they have learned.
4. Challenge your students to use additional materials available to predict how
much force it will take to lift 2 gallons of water in each of the situations pictured
in #2.
A. Ask them to test their predictions.
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5. Ask students to invent ways to make it easier to lift heavy objects using ropes
and pulleys. Encourage them to record the variety of methods that they try along
with the evidence that they have gathered.

Journal Question
Ø What are some ways that will make it even easier to lift heavy things?

6. Have students draw the configuration of ropes and pulleys they feel makes it
easiest to lift the water jugs. Ask them to include the evidence that they have for
this conclusion.
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